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Alcohol use disorder (AUD) is characterized by excessive and persistent alcohol use,
despite adverse consequences. AUD often originates during adolescence, as do other
substance use disorders. However, despite periods of excessive alcohol intake, many
adolescents reduce their alcohol use by early adulthood. Brain development, social
context, personality traits, and genetic makeup are thought to play an important role
in these age-dependent fluctuations in alcohol use. However, studies that directly
investigate age-related differences in the effects of alcohol exposure on brain and
behavior are sparse. Therefore, to better understand the relationship between adolescent
alcohol consumption and AUD-like behavior, this study compared the degree of control
over alcohol seeking in rats that differed in terms of age of onset of alcohol drinking
and in their level of alcohol consumption. We hypothesized that control over alcohol
seeking is more prominent in adolescent-onset rats than in adult-onset rats, and that
control over alcohol seeking is related to the consumed amount of alcohol. To test this
hypothesis, alcohol seeking in the presence of a conditioned aversive stimulus was
assessed after 2 months of intermittent alcohol access (IAA) in rats that consumed
alcohol from postnatal day 42 (adolescence) or day 77 (adulthood). The rats were
subdivided into low (LD), medium (MD), or high (HD) alcohol drinking rats, in order to
assess the impact of the extent of alcohol intake on control over alcohol seeking. The
adolescent-onset animals consumed slightly, but significantly less alcohol compared to
the adult-onset rats. In adult-onset rats, we found that conditioned suppression of alcohol
seeking, i.e., reduction of alcohol seeking by presentation of a conditioned aversive
stimulus, was most pronounced in LD. By contrast, in the adolescent-onset rats, MD
and HD showed increased alcohol seeking compared to LD, which was suppressed by
conditioned aversive stimuli. Taken together, these findings reveal a complex relationship
between the age of onset and level of alcohol intake with control over alcohol seeking,
whereby adolescent rats consume less alcohol than adults. In adult rats, control over
alcohol seeking is negatively related to preceding levels of alcohol intake. By contrast,
adolescent rats appear to retain control over alcohol seeking, even after a history of high
levels of alcohol intake.
Keywords: alcohol, loss of control, adolescence, addiction-like behavior, conditioned suppression, individual
differences, rats
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INTRODUCTION

exposure during adolescence has been shown to enhance risky
behavior in adulthood [(31–33); but see (34)], as well as the
responsiveness to reward-predictive cues (35, 36). Importantly,
the studies described above used different, often overlapping age
ranges, making it unlikely that discrepancies in the findings can
simply be explained by age differences, such as between early or
late adolescence (37, 38).
Taken together, there is evidence that adolescent onset of
alcohol use alters behavioral traits related to AUD, although
the differential impact of adolescent- vs. adult-onset alcohol
use on the development of AUD-like behavior remains largely
unexplored. The aim of this study was therefore to compare the
influence of age of onset of alcohol consumption on control over
alcohol seeking in rats. To address this, alcohol consumption
and control over alcohol seeking was determined in rats that
initiated alcohol consumption during adolescence or adulthood.
In order to also take individual variation in alcohol consumption
into account, we used outbred Lister Hooded rats and an
intermittent alcohol consumption paradigm, similar to previous
studies in which we demonstrated individual differences in
alcohol consumption that are associated with loss of control
over alcohol seeking (39, 40). We hypothesized that control over
alcohol seeking in rats would be related to the level of alcohol
intake (39, 40), that control over alcohol seeking would be more
prominent in adolescent-onset rats than in adult-onset rats and
that the age related difference in control over alcohol seeking
would be especially pronounced in high alcohol consuming
animals.

Alcohol is among the most widely used substances of abuse
and alcohol use disorder (AUD) remains an enormous public
health problem, affecting over 76 million people worldwide (1–3).
AUD is characterized by excessive alcohol use and loss of control
over alcohol intake, signified by persistent alcohol use despite
adverse consequences (4). Considering that only a minority of
the individuals that use alcohol develop an AUD, it is important
to understand the factors that determine the transition from
recreational and controlled, to compulsive and uncontrolled
alcohol use. AUD often originates during adolescence and young
adulthood, as do other substance use disorders. Adolescent
alcohol use has been shown to be detrimental for brain
development [for review see (5)]. At the same time, risk
taking behavior during adolescence, which is expressed, amongst
others, through substance use, is increasingly considered to
be important for adolescents to mature and develop a degree
of behavioral flexibility, that is necessary to thrive as adults
[e.g., (6)]. Importantly, even after periods of excessive alcohol use,
many adolescents show a reduction in their alcohol use by early
adulthood (7). Brain development, social context, personality
traits and genetic makeup are thought to play an important role
in these age-dependent fluctuations in alcohol use (8).
Human literature suggests that the age of onset of alcohol
use is associated with the risk to develop an AUD later in life.
Population based studies have suggested that the earlier the onset
of alcohol consumption, the greater the likelihood to develop
heavy alcohol use, alcohol-related problems and an AUD (9–16).
However, age of first alcohol use is not specifically associated
with AUD but also with the development of other mental
disorders (17). Moreover, recent systematic reviews suggest that
the evidence for the association between age of first drink and
AUD is less consistent and may be driven by confounding factors,
such as socioeconomic status, a history of alcohol problems
in the family or preceding mental health problems that may
have contributed to the early onset of drinking and the risk
for AUD (18, 19). The impact of adolescent alcohol exposure
on alcohol consumption and other reward-related behaviors
in adulthood has also been addressed in animal studies that
have yielded a picture that is far from straightforward. For
example, it has been shown that adolescent alcohol exposure
enhances alcohol consumption and operant self-administration
of alcohol in adulthood in rats and mice (20–24). However, other
studies have found that adolescent alcohol exposure does not
affect alcohol intake in adulthood (25), or only upon vaporinduced dependence (26) or alcohol deprivation (27). Moreover,
direct comparison of adolescent vs. adult onset of alcohol intake
suggests that alcohol intake is not different in animals with an
adolescent onset of alcohol consumption, compared to rats that
started to consume alcohol in adulthood (28, 29). With regard
to the associative structure of alcohol use, Serlin and Torregrossa
(30) have shown that rats that started to self-administer alcohol
in adolescence were more goal-directed in their alcohol seeking
(i.e., alcohol seeking was sensitive to the subjective value of
alcohol) compared to adult-onset animals, that more readily
developed habitual alcohol seeking. On the other hand, alcohol
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Male Lister Hooded rats (Charles River, Sulzfeld, Germany)
arrived either at postnatal day (PND) 35 (adolescent, N =
84) or 70 (adult, N = 84) in the facility and were housed in
type III Makrolon cages with matching type III-S lids under
controlled conditions, with a reversed 12 h light/dark cycle (lights
off 7.00 a.m.) and ad libitum access to water and chow. The
cages were enriched with a homemade square PVC shelter and
paper tissues. The rats were acclimatized to the facility for 1
week upon arrival. Thereafter, the rats were housed individually
and they were weighed and handled at least once per week. All
experiments were approved by the Animal Ethics Committee
of Utrecht University and conducted in agreement with Dutch
laws (Wet op de dierproeven, 2014) and European regulations
(Guideline 86/609/EEC).

Voluntary Home-Cage Alcohol
Consumption
The rats were allowed to consume alcohol according to an
intermittent alcohol access (IAA) schedule. The rats were given
access to 20% (v/v) alcohol (Klinipath, The Netherlands) and
water in a two-bottle choice setup in the home-cage with IAA
for 3 days a week (Monday–Wednesday–Friday). For voluntary
alcohol consumption, transparent 250 ml bottles (Techniplast,
Germany) were used and the position of the alcohol and water
bottle was switched between sessions. On alcohol-free days the
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in active responses during the last three RI 120 s sessions. To
determine the stability of alcohol seeking, only the first 15 min
of the last three RI 120 s sessions were considered to match
the duration of the conditioned suppression tests (see below).
Experimental events and data recording were controlled using
MED-PC software.

rats had only one 500 ml bottle, filled with water. The adolescent
rats started to consume alcohol from PND 42, while the adult
animals started with voluntary alcohol consumption from PND
77. We chose to start adolescent voluntary alcohol consumption
at PND 42 because we wanted to capture the developmental
period starting at puberty, which in male rats is around PND
40 (41). Moreover, we wanted to avoid social isolation during
the period in life when rats show most social play behavior (i.e.,
PND 21-42), since we and others have previously shown that
animals deprived from social play show increased sensitivity to
the rewarding properties of substances of abuse (42–44). We
therefore started the drinking study, which requires the rats to
be housed individually, from PND 42. During the first month
of IAA, alcohol was presented for 7 h/day (9.00 a.m. until 16.00
p.m.) and access to alcohol was extended to 24 h/day in the
second month of the experiment [see (39)]. Alcohol intake (g/kg)
and preference (% volume of alcohol over water) were calculated
per rat per session and subsequently averaged per week. After 2
months of voluntary home-cage alcohol consumption, the rats
were classified into low (LD), medium (MD), or high (HD)
alcohol drinking groups based on their average home cage
alcohol intake per week across the 2 months using a tertile split
of the population.

Conditioned Suppression of Alcohol Seeking
After the RI training was completed, conditioned suppression
was performed according to previously described procedures
(40, 45–47). Thus, the LD, MD, or HD rats were assigned
to subgroups that either underwent fear conditioning, with
conditioned stimulus - footshock pairings (CS+), or underwent
control conditioning (CS–). A CS-shock conditioning session
started with a 5 min period in which only the house light was
illuminated, followed by two periods of 10 min during which a 85
dB, 2,900 Hz tone (separated by a 10 min inter-trial-interval) was
constantly presented. During the 10 min tone presentations, 10
unpredictable footshocks (1 s duration) were delivered, resulting
in a total of 20 shocks for each CS+ rat. The conditioning
session was completed after a final 5 min period without tone
presentation. Rats in the CS– control group underwent the
same procedure, but without footshocks. To ensure equal mean
seeking rates for CS+ and CS– groups prior to conditioning, the
rats’ mean seeking responses per minute during the first 15 min of
the last three RI 120 s sessions, chosen to align with the duration
of the conditioned suppression tests, were used to assign the rats
to the respective CS- and CS+ groups. From the adolescentonset rats, a total of 14 LD, 14 MD, and 14 HD underwent
control conditioning (CS–) and 14 LD, 14 MD, and 14 HD were
fear-conditioned with 0.4 mA footshocks. In the adult group,
3 animals were lost due health problems prior to conditioned
suppression, leaving a total of 14 LD, 13 MD, and 14 HD in the
CS– groups and a total of 14 LD, 13 MD, and 13 HD in the CS+
groups, respectively. To prevent association of fear conditioning
with the self-administration environment, acquisition of the
CS-shock association was established in conditioning chambers
that were physically different from operant self-administration
(SA) chambers, in that the conditioning chamber had a curved
wall with 5 nose poke holes and no levers and stimulus
lights. To facilitate CS-shock associations, rather than contextshock associations, the rats were habituated to the conditioning
chambers in three 30 min sessions on separate days prior to
conditioning.
After conditioning, the rats received two additional RI 120 s
training sessions. Subsequently, conditioned suppression of
alcohol-seeking behavior was assessed in the SA chambers. The
house light was illuminated and 2 min after the start of the
session, the levers were extended for the remaining 12 min of
the test. Alcohol seeking during the conditioned suppression
test was examined in extinction, i.e., responding on the levers
was recorded, but had no programmed consequences. To avoid
altered responding due to the lack of (smell of) alcohol in the
SA chamber, the cup containing 20% alcohol (v/v) was present
underneath the liquid dipper but the rats did not have access
to the solution. Three 2-min intervals in which the tone CS was
presented (CS-ON interval) were alternated with 2-min intervals

Operant Alcohol Self-Administration
After 2 months of voluntary home-cage alcohol consumption,
operant responding for alcohol in the presence of an aversive
conditioned stimulus, i.e., conditioned suppression of alcohol
seeking, was assessed in order to investigate the influence of
adolescent-onset vs. adult-onset alcohol exposure on control over
alcohol use.

Operant Training
The rats were trained to lever press for alcohol in operant
conditioning chambers (Med-Associates, USA) 3 days/week
(Monday–Wednesday–Friday) as previously described (40). The
position of the active and inactive levers was counterbalanced
between rats. Upon meeting the response requirement, the
dipper cup containing alcohol (0.1 ml, 20% v/v) was raised, the
cue light above the active lever was illuminated and the house
light was switched off. Ten seconds after a head entry into the
magazine, access to alcohol was terminated, the cue light was
turned off and 5 s later a new trial started. Pressing the inactive
lever was recorded, but had no programmed consequences. The
rats were initially trained to respond for alcohol under a Fixed
Ratio 1 (FR1) schedule of reinforcement for three sessions.
Thereafter, the rats were trained under a random interval (RI)
schedule of reinforcement, whereby the first active lever press
initiated a RI during which lever pressing was recorded but was
without consequences. After the RI had elapsed, the first active
lever press resulted in the delivery of alcohol. The rats were
trained in 30 min RI sessions with increasing RI durations (3
sessions with a 5 s RI, followed by 3 sessions with a 15 s RI, 2–
3 sessions with a 30 s RI and then 2–3 sessions with a 60 s RI).
Finally, the rats were trained in five 60 min RI 120 s sessions.
Thereafter, the data were analyzed to verify stable responding
under the RI120 schedule of reinforcement, i.e., <25% variation
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where the tone CS was absent (CS-OFF interval). Active lever
presses and latency to the first lever press were recorded and
compared for CS– and CS+ subgroups as a measure of control
over alcohol seeking.

Alcohol Consumption
Analysis of the alcohol intake data (Figure 1A) revealed that, in
line with previous studies (36, 39, 40, 44), alcohol intake was
higher in the second month of the experiment [F (1, 161)month
= 471, P < 0.001], when access to alcohol was extended
from 7 to 24 h. This escalation of alcohol intake during the
second month of access was dependent on the age of onset, as
is evident from a significant month × age group interaction
[F (1, 161) = 20.1, P < 0.001]; escalation of alcohol intake
was more pronounced in adult-onset rats. Overall, the group
that started to consume alcohol as adults consumed more
alcohol compared to the rats that started to consume alcohol
during adolescence [F (1, 161) age group = 5.4, P < 0.05]. Posthoc pairwise comparisons showed that the difference in alcohol
intake between the age groups was only significant for the second
month, when the rats had 24 h access to alcohol. The increase
in alcohol intake in the second month was also dependent
on the level of alcohol consumption of the individual animals
[F(2, 161) month × group = 65.7, P < 0.001], in that HD showed
a greater increment compared to LD and MD. Further, the
selected HD overall consumed more alcohol than the LD and
MD [F (2, 161) group = 195.1, P < 0.001], independent of the
age of onset [F (2, 161) age group × group = 0.07, N.S.]. Similar
effects were observed for the preference for alcohol over water
(Figure 1B) and overall, adolescent rats consumed more fluids
when compared to their adult counterparts (Figure 1C).
Importantly, the groups remained different during operant
alcohol self-administration. Analysis of the number of active
responses confirmed overall effects of drinking group during the
initial FR1 training sessions [Figure 2A; F (2, 166) group = 21.0,
P < 0.001] and during the final RI 120 s sessions [Figure 2B;
F (2, 166) group = 11.7, P < 0.001], with a trend for an age group
effect on the number of active responses during RI120 training
sessions [F (1,166) age group = 3.3, P = 0.07]. Post-hoc pairwise
comparisons revealed that MD made more responses for alcohol
than LD and HD made more responses for alcohol than LD and
MD.

Conditioned Freezing
One week after completion of the conditioned suppression
test, the rats underwent fear conditioning (CS+) or control
conditioning (CS–); the rats were assigned to the same
group as for conditioned suppression of alcohol seeking.
Fear conditioning procedures were similar to those described
in the previous section. After 24 h, the rats were placed
in the conditioning chamber: 2 min without the CS+ tone
and subsequently 2 min with the CS+ tone. The frequency
and duration of freezing behavior, defined as the absence of
any movement other than breathing (40, 48–50), was scored
from DVD-taped behavior using Observer software (Noldus,
Wageningen, NL) by an observer blind to age, alcohol drinking
group and conditioning history.

Statistics
To compare the level of alcohol consumption in the two age
groups and the subgroups of low, medium and high alcohol
drinking rats, the alcohol intake (g/kg), preference (% choice
for alcohol vs. water), and total volume of fluid intake (ml/kg)
data were analyzed by three-way repeated measures ANOVA
with month (1st- 7 h and 2nd- 24 h) as the within-subjects
factor and age group (adolescent and adult onset) and group
(LD, MD, HD) as the between-subjects factors. Moreover, to
test our hypotheses that control over alcohol seeking in rats
would be more prominent in adolescent-onset than in adultonset rats and that the age related differences in control
over alcohol seeking would be more pronounced in the high
alcohol consuming animals, the conditioned suppression data
were analyzed by four-way repeated measures ANOVA with
tone (ON/OFF) and interval (3 repetitions for ON/OFF) as
the within-subjects factors and age group (adolescent and
adult onset), CS (CS+/CS–) and group (LD, MD, HD) as
the between-subjects factors. Mauchly’s test of sphericity was
used to test if variances of the differences between treatment
levels were equal. If the assumption of sphericity was violated,
degrees of freedom were corrected using Huynh-Feldt estimates
of sphericity to more conservative values; corrected degrees
of freedom are presented rounded to the nearest integer.
When appropriate, post-hoc analyses were conducted using
multiple LSD pairwise comparisons. Each parameter was tested
for normality with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. In case the
behavioral parameters were not normally distributed (i.e., the
latency data from the conditioned suppression test), data was
log transformed prior to statistical analyses, which resulted
in normal distribution of the data. Statistical analyses were
conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, version 22.0
(IBM Corp., Armonk, N.Y. USA). The threshold for statistical
significance was set at p < 0.05. All data are presented as
mean + SEM.
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Conditioned Suppression of Alcohol
Seeking
For the analysis of conditioned suppression of alcohol seeking
(Figures 3, 4), the LD, MD, and HD groups for both the
adolescent- and adult-onset groups were further subdivided
into CS– and CS+ animals (N = 13–14). Analysis of the
number of active responses for the CS– control groups by
age revealed that the adolescent-onset groups tend to differ
in their responding during the conditioned suppression test
[F (2, 39) group = 3.21, P = 0.051]. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons
revealed that adolescent-onset LD made fewer responses
compared to HD rats, but LD were not different from MD
that in turn did not significantly differ from the HD. The
differences in active responses between the groups were not
dependent on tone presentation [F (2, 39) tone × group = 0.17, N.S.;
F (4, 78)tone × interval × group = 0.21, N.S.]. By contrast, the adult
CS– LD, MD, and HD did not differ in their number of
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FIGURE 2 | Responding for alcohol under FR1 (A) and RI120 (B) schedules of
reinforcement. Shown are the average number of active responses during the
(last) three sessions of training on the respective schedules for
adolescent-onset and adult-onset low (LD), medium (MD), and high alcohol
drinking (HD) rats after 8 weeks of intermittent alcohol consumption. Data are
presented as mean + SEM active responses. ***MD and HD made more active
responses compared to LD, independent of age group (post-hoc pairwise
comparisons, P < 0.001) and ## HD made more active responses than MD,
independent of age group (post-hoc pairwise comparisons, P < 0.01).

the data for the latency to the first response. There was an
overall effect of CS [F (1, 153) CS = 14, P < 0.001], which was
dependent on presentation of the tone [F (1, 153) tone × CS = 7.5, P
< 0.01] and the interval [F (2, 306) interval × CS = 8.1, P < 0.001].
Moreover, conditioned suppression was dependent on age of
onset and group, in an interval and CS dependent manner
[F (4, 306) interval × age × group × CS = 2.8, P < 0.05] and there was
a significant tone x interval x age group x group interaction
[F (2, 306) = 3.1, P < 0.05]. To further explore the differences
between the groups, we analyzed the data separately for the LD,
MD, and HD in the two age groups.

FIGURE 1 | Alcohol intake in adolescent onset and adulthood onset rats.
Depicted are alcohol intake (A), alcohol preference (B), and total volume (V) of
fluid consumed (C) for selected low drinkers (LD), medium drinkers (MD), and
high drinkers (HD) from both age groups. The data are shown as mean +
SEM. ***Significant overall difference between adolescent-onset and
adult-onset rats, independent of drinking group by post-hoc pairwise
comparison, (P < 0.001).

active responses for alcohol [F (2, 38)tone × group = 0.44, N.S.;
F (4, 76) tone × interval × group = 1.9, N.S.; F (2, 38) group = 1.14, N.S.].
Analysis of the active responses during the conditioned
suppression test (Figure 3) revealed a significant effect of CS
[F (1, 153) CS = 15.7, P < 0.001], which was dependent on the
tone presentation [F (1,153) tone × CS = 28.9, P < 0.001] and the
interval [F (2, 281) tone× interval × CS = 6.4, P < 0.01]. Moreover,
conditioned suppression of alcohol seeking was dependent on
the age of onset, as evident from a significant interval × age
group × group × CS interaction [F (3.4, 258) = 3.1, P < 0.05]
and a significant age group × group × CS interaction [F (2, 153)
= 3.4, P < 0.05]. A similar pattern emerged after analysis of
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Adolescent Onset
For the adolescent-onset LD (Figure 3A), there was no overall
difference in responding between the CS– and CS+ groups
[F (1, 26) CS = 0.089, N.S], but the number of active lever presses
in the CS+ and CS– rats was different when tone presentation
was taken into account [F (1, 26) tone × CS = 5.2, P < 0.05]. Post-hoc
pairwise comparisons revealed no significant differences between
the CS– and CS+ animals for any of the intervals. For the
MD (see Figure 3B), the CS+ group showed a near-significant
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FIGURE 3 | Conditioned suppression of alcohol seeking in CS– and CS+ groups of adolescent-onset and adult-onset low (LD), medium (MD), and high alcohol
drinking (HD) rats after 8 weeks of intermittent alcohol consumption. In (A–C), the number of active responses during consecutive CS ON and CS OFF intervals are
shown for adolescent-onset LD, MD, and HD, respectively. In (D–F), the number of active responses during CS ON and CS OFF intervals are shown for adult-onset
LD, MD, and HD, respectively. Data are presented as mean + SEM active responses, binned in 2 min intervals. Significant differences between CS– and CS+ groups
are indicated by * and ** (post-hoc pairwise comparisons, P < 0.05 and P < 0.01, respectively).

seeking responses for the HD (Figure 3F) showed no significant
CS effect [F (1, 25) CS = 2.7, P < 0.05; F (1, 25) tone × CS = 2.9, N.S.].
Separate analyses of the latency data revealed that the adultonset LD rats displayed a suppression of alcohol seeking when
confronted with the shock-paired tone (Figure 4D) in that the
latency to respond was greater for the CS+ compared to the
CS– rats [F (1, 26) CS = 7.7, P < 0.01; F (2, 52) tone × CS = 2.4, N.S.].
By contrast, the adult-onset MD and HD rats did not show an
altered latency to respond [MD: Figure 4E, F (1, 24) CS = 2.1, N.S.;
F (1, 24) tone × CS = 0.8, N.S.; HD: Figure 4F, F (1, 25) CS = 2.6, N.S.;
F (1, 25) tone × CS = 3.7, N.S.].

reduction in the number of active lever presses compared to CS–
controls [F (1, 26) CS = 3.6, P = 0.067], which was dependent on
the tone presentation [F (1, 26) tone × CS = 10.8, P < 0.01]. Posthoc pairwise comparisons showed reduced responding in the
CS+ group during the first tone ON interval. The HD group
(Figure 3C) showed significant conditioned suppression, in that
overall active responding during the conditioned suppression test
was lower in the CS+ compared to the CS– animals [F (1, 26)CS =
5.6, P < 0.05], independent of tone presentation [F (1,26) tone × CS
= 2.2, N.S.]. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons showed decreased
responding in the CS+ HD group during the first two tone ON
intervals and the second tone OFF interval.
In agreement with the active response data, separate analyses
of the latency data confirmed that adolescent-onset LD did
not show suppression of alcohol seeking behavior, as evident
from a lack of an overall difference between CS– and CS+ rats
[Figure 4A; F (1, 26) CS = 0.98, N.S.; F (1, 26)tone × CS = 0.4, N.S.].
The MD and HD CS– and CS+ animals also did not differ in their
latency to respond during the conditioned suppression test [MD:
Figure 4B, F (1, 26) CS = 3.4, N.S.; F (1, 26) tone × CS = 3.4, N.S.; HD:
Figure 4C, F (1, 26) CS = 0.5, N.S.; F (1, 26) tone × CS = 0.01, N.S.].

Conditioned Freezing Behavior
After the conditioned suppression test, the rats were reconditioned and conditioned freezing was determined. Analysis
of freezing behavior of the rats during 2 min before (notone) and during CS (tone) presentation revealed that the
time spent freezing was higher in CS+ rats compared to the
CS– control animals [F (1, 152) CS = 272, P < 0.001] (Figure 5).
Moreover, conditioned freezing behavior was increased upon
presentation of the footshock CS+ [F (1, 152) tone × CS = 192, P <
0.001]. The degree of freezing behavior was comparable across
age and groups [F (2, 152) tone × age group × group × CS = 0.44, N.S.;
F (1, 152) tone × age group × CS = 0.33, N.S.; F (2, 152) tone × group × CS
= 1.5, N.S.; F (2, 152) age group × group × CS = 0.57, N.S.].

Adult Onset
When comparing CS– and CS+ groups, only the LD animals
showed conditioned suppression of alcohol seeking behavior.
This was evident from an reduction in the number of active
responses by the CS+ LD animals compared to the CS– controls
[F (1, 26) CS = 9.3, P < 0.01], which was dependent on tone
presentation [F (1, 26) tone × CS = 17.0, P < 0.001]. Post-hoc
pairwise comparisons for the LD (Figure 3D) showed reduced
alcohol seeking during all tone ON intervals and during the first
tone OFF interval. By contrast, the MD did not show significant
conditioned suppression of alcohol seeking [Figure 3E; F (1, 24) CS
= 0.0, N.S.; F (1, 24) tone × CS = 2.2, N.S.]. Analysis of the active
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DISCUSSION
The consumption of alcohol and the development of AUD often
starts during adolescence. However, the relative impact of alcohol
exposure during adolescence, as compared to adulthood, on the
emergence of AUD later in life is poorly understood. Therefore,
in the present study, we compared alcohol intake and control
over alcohol seeking in animals that started to consume alcohol
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FIGURE 4 | Conditioned suppression of alcohol seeking in CS– and CS+ groups of adult-onset and adolescent-onset low (LD), medium (MD), and high alcohol
drinking (HD) rats after 8 weeks of intermittent alcohol consumption. In (A–C), the latency to the first active response during consecutive CS ON and CS OFF intervals
are shown for adolescent-onset LD, MD, and HD, respectively. In (D–F), the latencies to respond during CS ON and CS OFF intervals are shown for adult-onset LD,
MD, and HD, respectively. Data are presented as mean + SEM active responses, binned in 2 min intervals. Significant differences between CS– and CS+ groups are
indicated by * and** (post-hoc pairwise comparisons, P < 0.05 and P < 0.01, respectively).

FIGURE 5 | Freezing behavior in adolescent-onset low (LD; A), medium (MD; B), and high (HD; C) alcohol drinking rats and adult-onset LD (D), MD (E), and HD (F).
Shown is the duration of freezing in the conditioning chamber, expressed as a percentage of the 2 min prior to (Tone OFF) and during presentation of the
footshock-associated CS+ (Tone ON) period. The conditioned rats (CS+) showed significant context- and CS-induced freezing, while the respective CS– control
groups did not. This was comparable for all age and alcohol drinking groups. Data are presented as mean + SEM. # , ## , ### Significant difference between CS–
and CS+ groups (post-hoc pairwise comparisons, P < 0.05, P < 0.01, and P < 0.001, respectively). ***Significant difference between tone ON and tone OFF periods
(post-hoc pairwise comparisons, P < 0.001).

indicate a complex relationship between age of alcohol drinking
onset, level of alcohol intake, and control over alcohol seeking.

in either adolescence or adulthood. Rats with an adolescent
onset of alcohol drinking consumed less alcohol than rats that
started to drink alcohol in adulthood. In addition, we found
that control over alcohol seeking was differentially related to
the level of alcohol intake in the two age groups. In adult-onset
rats, conditioned suppression of alcohol seeking was observed in
the LD, but not the MD or HD, i.e., being negatively related to
levels of alcohol intake. In the adolescent-onset group the MD
and HD, that showed higher levels of alcohol seeking compared
to the LD, showed significantly reduced alcohol seeking upon
presentation of conditioned aversive stimuli. These findings

Frontiers in Psychiatry | www.frontiersin.org

Alcohol Intake in Adolescent and Adult
Rats
We observed a modest but significant difference in alcohol intake
when comparing the two age groups. The adolescent-onset rats
consumed less alcohol when compared to adult rats. This was
most pronounced during the second month of alcohol intake,
when rats had 24 h access to alcohol. Perhaps the age differences
were more prominent during this phase of the experiment
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suppression of alcohol seeking, while MD and HD did not. This
was apparent both from the active response data and from the
latency data, where LD CS+ rats show reduced lever pressing
and a longer latency to press upon presentation of the aversive
stimulus. These differences between the groups were not due to
differences in baseline responding, which were comparable for
the LD, MD, and HD CS– groups. By contrast, the adolescent
MD and HD, but not the LD rats showed significant conditioned
suppression of alcohol seeking. Importantly, the differences in
alcohol intake between adolescents and adults were only modest.
Moreover, adolescent-onset rats consumed less alcohol compared
to adult-onset rats, but adolescent HD rats consumed more
alcohol than adult MD, that did not display suppression of
alcohol seeking. Therefore, the suppression of alcohol seeking
in adolescent MD and HD cannot be explained by low levels
of preceding alcohol consumption. The remarkable absence
of conditioned suppression in the adolescent-onset LD could
indicate reduced control over alcohol use in rats that consume
low amounts of alcohol. However, this is not likely, given that our
previous studies demonstrate more control over alcohol use in
low alcohol drinking animals, in comparison to their high alcohol
drinking counterparts (39, 40). Rather, we think that the absence
of conditioned suppression in the adolescent-onset LD reflects a
floor-effect, due to the low baseline levels of responding in this
group.
Taken together, these results indicate that whereas in adultonset rats, control over alcohol seeking is inversely related to
the level of preceding alcohol intake, adolescent-onset alcohol
exposure less readily leads to loss of control over alcohol seeking.
The neural and behavioral mechanisms underlying this age
difference remain to be elucidated, but comparable findings
have previously been reported. For example, Jeanblanc et al.
(61) characterized rats, with or without a neonatal ventral
hippocampus lesion (NVHL), that were exposed to low levels
of alcohol during adolescence for the expression of AUD-like
behavioral characteristics (61). The sham rats in this study
did not develop AUD-like behavior, i.e., did not show greater
motivation for alcohol, resistance to extinction or an increase
in reinstatement of alcohol seeking. Moreover, Serlin and
Torregrossa (30) have shown reduced habit formation in rats
that were exposed to alcohol during adolescence. This latter
observation may reflect a relative resilience to AUD, considering
that habit formation is thought to contribute to the development
of substance use disorders [e.g., (62)].
Our findings suggest that rats that are exposed to alcohol
during adolescence are more flexible in the conditioned
suppression task, as they adjust their alcohol seeking behavior
in this conflict situation. It is tempting to speculate about the
implications of adolescent alcohol exposure for the development
of behavioral flexibility in general. Intermittent exposure to
intoxicating levels of alcohol during adolescence has been shown
to result in impaired performance in a reversal learning task in
rats (63), but similar findings have been reported for adult rats
(64). Therefore, high levels of alcohol may be detrimental for
behavioral flexibility, independent of age. There is some evidence
from human studies, which suggests that binge drinking during
adolescence (13–18 years) does not impair the performance in

because alcohol consumption levels are higher when access time
to alcohol is extended, as we have shown previously (39). Other
studies that directly compared alcohol intake in age groups that
were tested in parallel, comparable to our approach, showed that
adolescent rats consumed equal or lower amounts of alcohol
than rats with an adult onset of alcohol intake (24, 28, 51),
although adolescent rats have been shown to respond more
for alcohol in an operant task (30). The adolescent rats also
showed a lower preference for alcohol and the adolescents
overall consumed more water compared to the adult rats, which
is in line with previous reports (28, 51). Taken together, our
findings show that adolescent rats do not drink more alcohol
than their adult counterparts. These findings are in apparent
contrast to the human literature, which shows that alcohol use
peaks during adolescence (7). Although speculative, it is likely
that this discrepancy is related to the housing conditions. While
adolescent alcohol use in humans is thought to be driven in
part by the social environment, for example by social attunement
(8), the rats in this study were individually housed, precluding a
potential impact of social factors.
In apparent contrast to our present, and other observations
(24, 28, 51), it has previously been suggested that alcohol intake
in adolescence promotes the development of AUD-like behavior.
This was based on studies that reported augmented alcohol
intake or operant responding for alcohol in adult rats that
were exposed to alcohol during adolescence (20–24). However,
it should be borne in mind that in these experiments, alcohol
intake after adolescent pre-exposure was compared to adolescent
non-exposure to alcohol. Moreover, alcohol intake or operant
responding was determined after an abstinence period of 3–6
weeks. It is therefore possible that the increase in alcohol intake
after adolescent alcohol exposure reflects an alcohol deprivation
effect, i.e., an increase in alcohol intake after an abstinence phase
[e.g., (52–60)], rather than an age-dependent risk for AUD. In
fact, Siegmund et al. (28) have shown that the alcohol deprivation
effect is comparable in adolescent- and adult-onset drinking
rats. Therefore, reports of adolescent alcohol exposure-induced
changes in alcohol intake may reflect the impact of adolescent
exposure to alcohol, but may also mirror the effect of an alcohol
deprivation phase.

Age of Drinking Onset Influences Control
Over Alcohol Seeking
To determine the impact of adolescent vs. adult onset of alcohol
exposure on the individuals’ risk to develop AUD-like behavior,
we directly compared two age groups, i.e., commencing alcohol
intake at PND 42 vs. PND 77, in a parallel design. We assessed
the degree of control over alcohol seeking in these age groups
using a conditioned suppression test. In this test, animals are
exposed to a conflict situation where they can seek alcohol
but at the same time are confronted with a warning sign that
has previously been associated with unpredictable mild electric
footshocks. Continued substance seeking under these conditions
is interpreted as loss of control over alcohol seeking (40, 45,
47). The adult rats displayed a similar pattern to what we
have previously reported (40), in that adult LD showed a clear
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this limitation, future studies should determine the duration
of alcohol consumption after which rats develop resistance to
conditioned suppression.
In conclusion, the present findings reveal a complex agedependence of alcohol drinking and control over alcohol seeking,
whereby adolescent rats consume less alcohol than adults.
Moreover, while control over alcohol seeking in adult-onset
rats is negatively related to preceding levels of alcohol intake,
adolescent-onset rats appear to retain control over alcohol
seeking, even after consuming high levels of alcohol. These
findings support our hypothesis that rats are less susceptible to
lose control over alcohol seeking when alcohol intake is initiated
during adolescence as compared to adulthood. Future studies
should be directed at understanding the underlying mechanisms
of a possible, relative resilience to AUD in adolescents. This may
inform prevention and treatment strategies for AUD, aimed at
both the young and the adult.

executive tasks, while binge drinking during young adulthood
(19–22 years) does (65), suggesting that the adolescent brain
may compensate for alcohol intoxication to maintain behavioral
flexibility. However, this age range only partly overlaps with
early adolescent onset of alcohol use, i.e., before the age of 15,
which has been shown to increase the likelihood for developing
an AUD (9–16). Therefore, it remains unclear whether and
how adolescent alcohol exposure alters behavioral flexibility,
as a potential mechanism underlying the apparent adolescent
resilience to loss of control over alcohol use. Future studies are
necessary to fully understand the consequences of adolescent
vs. adult alcohol exposure on control over behavior and the
underlying neural mechanisms.
A limitation of the present study is the use of males
only. Considering the gender differences in alcohol use and
AUD, follow-up studies should be extended to determine the
impact of age in females. A further limitation is that loss of
control was determined when the rats reached adulthood and
we have no data on adolescent behavior. This is inherent to
the paradigms that we have used. Previously, we have shown
that HD develop loss of control after 8 weeks of alcohol
consumption (40), which is the exposure time to alcohol
that was used here. In the present study, the adolescentonset animals started to consume alcohol (for 8 consecutive
weeks) when they were 6 weeks of age (PND 42) and were
subsequently trained to respond for alcohol under fixed and
random interval schedules of reinforcement for at least 7
consecutive weeks. Rats are considered adult from 8 to 10 weeks
of age. Therefore, our adolescent-onset rats were adults when
we assessed loss of control over alcohol seeking. To overcome
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